
Introducing:	Little	Bang	Discovery	On-Demand	

Libraries have requested we create a version of Little Bang Discovery Club that they can present on 
demand to their families. We have rewritten the LBDC workshop plans to only include items that 
would be available in households or from the supermarket, which we are still allowed to visit. This is 
assuming the families can’t collect Discovery Boxes from the library to use at home. There are fewer 
activities as families need to set up all the activities themselves, but the themes are still well covered. 

We recently filmed Wendy presenting this new version. Librarians can provide their families with a 
link to view the video themselves. Families can watch how to set up the activities and then pause the 
video to conduct the activities before returning to the video. 

In the first session: Collecting and Classifying we talk about the roles of the children and adults in the 
program and why children are already great scientists. We get some socks and sort them and then 
the children collect toys to sort. Then we go on a treasure hunt to make our own Discovery Box. We 
finish with the @ Home task of making a collection. We also mention items needed in following 
sessions such as BluTack or plasticine, 2 eggs (or grapes if allergic to eggs), ¼ cup salt, 2 balloons and 
a picture from a newspaper or magazine. 

In the second session: Measuring and Recording we review the collections and then start measuring. 
We compare the lengths of items in the Discovery Box and measure the children’s height with a 
chopstick (or spoon) and then in centimetres. As we can’t use the see saw or mini number balances 
(unless families can pick up a Discovery Box and also get one of these) we make the coat hanger 
balance and then use it to compare the weights of Discovery Box items and other things around the 
house. Then we show how to make the mobile with a variety of items and set the @ Home task of 
doing more measuring and recording. 

In the third session: Experimenting we review measuring and then do the sliding activity with a ruler 
and a pencil to demonstrate how to make the test fair. Then the families themselves slide more 
Discovery Box items. Next we try rolling wheeled toys. Then the families are shown how to set up 
Joys of Attraction (modified), Musical Coat Hanger, Sink and Float and Sink and Salt. This is where we 
finish this session with families being encouraged to think about why they got these results. 

In the fourth session: Science Fair we start discussing the science behind last session’s experiments 
and talking about science fairs. Then the families see how to set up Disappearing Pencil, Magnifying 
with a glass of water (a version of Going Dotty), Kissing Balloons and Raw or Boiled? We then talk 
about the science behind these experiments and how science is just a systematic way of answering 
questions. Finally, congrats to our families and have more fun doing science together in the future.  




